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666 DAVID A. CREMERS et al.

atmospheric pressures or above. The discharge resides near the focus of the laser be;
independent ofany physical support and does not require a gas flow to stabilize the plasma,
some other sources. Because the discharge is maintained using optical frequencies (30 TH:
the plasma is called a “continuous optical discharge” (COD).

small, about 1 mm in diameter, and appeared as a very bright white light. The plasma“,
initiated by the spark produced by a focused Q-switched Nd :YAG laser pulse superimposed,
on the focal volume of the cw-beam because the cw powers used to maintain the plasma we
insufficient to induce optical breakdown. Typically, the focused powers of cw-CO2
105-107 W/cmz, several orders of magnitude smaller than the 108-109 W/cmz

produced on the surface of a material which is temporarily introduced into the focal volu

of the cw-beam [15]. Once started, the plasma operates continuously as long as suffici’
intensity is supplied to the focal volume.

identical gases and pressures [4, 10, 17]. The temperature of the COD depends upon theigas
and at 1520 torr has been mmsured spectroscopically to be a maximum of 14000 Ki Xe

Fig. 1. Photograph of the COD produced inside a small quartz tube containing Xe at 2000 torr. The ~
cw-CO2 laser beam entered the cell from the right. The plasma was photographed for 1 s, atf8.6, with
a neutral density filter (ND) = 3 in front of the camera lens. Then the plasma was turned off and the

cell photographed under room lights with the ND filter removed.

[19] G. I. KozLov,V.A.Kuzr~;ETsov and V.A. MAsvUKOv,Zh.Tekh.Fiz. 49, 2304 (1979) [Sov. Phys. Teclrl’/1 '1283 0979)].
[20] D. C. SMITH and M. C. FowLi-IR, Appl. Phys. Len. 22, 500 (1973).
[21] D. R. KEEFER, B. B. HENRIKSEN and W. F. BRAERMAN, J. Appl. Phys. 46, 1080 (1975).
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Evaluation of the continuous optical discharge 667

3000 K in Ar, and 22000 K in N2 [16]. These are much higher than the temperatures
31-acterizing other continuous excitation sources: arcs (4000-5000 K), ICP (60()0~8000 K)
d a microwave discharge (5000—7000 K). The temperature of the COD can approach that
fained by sparks (20 000 K. or higher) and is due to penetration of the high frequency optical

ation into the core of the plasma [16]. At laser frequencies, which are typically above the
sma frequency [22], absorption occurs mainly via free—free transitions (inverse

femsst1‘ahlung) associated with electron—ion collisions [23]. For comparison, at radio and
crowave frequencies, which are below the plasma frequency, plasma heating occurs

771-ough direct plasma—electric field interactions characterized by larger absorption coef-
clents. Consequently, only the outer layers of these plasmas are heated. The higher
imperaturc of the COD is also related to its greater input energy density (p) compared to

re conventional discharges. For example, for a 0.1-cm dia. plasma, a laser power of 45 W,
‘d assuming 50% absorption by the plasma [7], p = 5 x 103 W cm”, vs p = 188 W cm‘ 3

an ICP of l.5 kW and a volume of 8 cm3. The electron density of the Ar COD is
out 10” cm”, at least an order of magnitude greater than other common continuous

durces [4].
tudics of the COD to date have concentrated mainly on measurements of its physical

roperties in various gases under different conditions. Several theoretical models of the COD
ave been developed to account for these properties [2429] and a few applications have
em suggested [30—32]. An almost complete listing of the previous studies is presented in the
eferences cited herein. To our knowledge, the COD has not previously been investigated as
n excitation source for atomic emission spectroscopy. The high temperatures and electron

ensity of this plasma should provide improved excitation for species diflicult to detect with
ooler conventional cw sources. In addition, the COD is a single source which combines the

h temperature of a spark with the continuous operation of a do are, the goal behind the
evelopment of many other types of spectroscopic sources [33]. In this paper we present the

ults of a preliminary examination of this plasma for spectrochemical analysis. Particular
mphasis is placed on characteristics of COD generation, variation of plasma properties with
perating parameters, and analytical performance.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Apparatus
schematic of the apparatus used to generate the COD and record the emission spectrum is shown in

1g. 2. The experimental conditions are listed in Table l. The gas cell was evacuated to a pressure
50 um before adding plasma gas. The cw—CO2 and pulsed Nd : YAG laser radiations were focused

me the same volume of the cell at right angles as shown. The focal volume of the pulsed beam was
usted to overlap that of the cw-CO2 beam by moving the glass imaging lens slightly using an X YZ

] The plasma frequency (vp) is given by V; = (eznc)/(41rZe0mc), Where e, He, and me are the electronic charge,
density, and mass, respectively, and so is the vacuum permittivity. At frequencies below vp, EM waves interact
directly with the plasma to induce heating. At frequencies above vp, the waves only interact with individual
electrons and ions to heat the plasma. For an electron density of8 X 10”‘ cm”, vp : 2.5 X 10” Hz, which is
about an order of magnitude below the CO2 laser frequency of 30 TI-lz. ’

] T. P. HUGHES, Plasmas and Laser Light. John Wiley, New York (1975).
] A. A. Kuunnov, T. YA. PoPovA and N. G. PREOBRAZENSKY, Pros. ofthe XIII Int. Conf. on Phenomena in

_ Ionized Gases, 1977, Part II, p. 899. Berlin, GDR (1977).
25] G. I. KozLov and l. K. SELEZNEVA, Zh. Tekh. Fiz. 48, 386 (1978) [Son Phys. Tech. Phys. 23, 227 (1978)].

] M. V. GERASIMENKO, G. I. Kozrov, V. A. KUZNFTSOV, Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz. 6, 485 (1980) [Son Tech. Phys.
‘ Lett. 6, 203 (l980)].
] Yu. P. RAZIER, Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz. 7, 938 (1981) [Sov. Tech. Phys. Lett. 7, 404 (198l)].
] S. MULLER and J. Uurhwnuscn, Physica 112C, 259 (1982).

19] G. G. GLADUSII and A. N. YAVUKHIN, Kuantovayu Eleklron. (Moscow) 10, 1399 (1983) [S01]. J. Quantum
_ Electron. 13, 908 (l983)].

[30] R. W. THOMPSON, E. J. MANISTA and D. L. ALGER, Appl. Phys. Lett. 32, 610 (1978).
i’ ] Laser Focus, Dec. 1977. p. 20.
32] N. H. KEMP and R. G. Roor, J. Spacecraft 16, 65 (1979).

] P. W. J. M. BOUMANS, Analytical Eniissimr Spectroscopy, Ed. E. L. GROVE, Part II, Chap. 6. Marcel Dekker,
New York (1972).
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